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Abstract

Statutory reasoning is the task of determining
whether a given law – a part of a statute – ap-
plies to a given legal case. Previous work has
shown that structured, logical representations
of laws and cases can be leveraged to solve
statutory reasoning, including on the StAtu-
tory Reasoning Assessment dataset (SARA),
but rely on costly human translation into struc-
tured representations. Here, we investigate a
form of legal information extraction atop the
SARA cases, illustrating how the task can be
done with high performance. Further, we show
how the performance of downstream symbolic
reasoning directly correlates with the quality
of the information extraction.

1 Introduction

Statutory reasoning is the task of reasoning about
legal cases with legal statutes. It is gener-
ally contrasted with case-based reasoning, and
is complementary to it in legal systems based
on common law (Lawsky, 2017). The StAtu-
tory Reasoning Assessment dataset (SARA) is a
benchmark for statutory reasoning for US federal
tax law (Holzenberger et al., 2020).

In some settings, laws and regulations can be
encoded into first-order logic programs to reason
about cases (El Hamdani et al., 2021; Merigoux
et al., 2021a; Bench-Capon et al., 1987). In Holzen-
berger et al. (2020), SARA statutes and cases were
manually translated into Prolog code, solving statu-
tory reasoning in that context, in a process depicted
in Figure 1. Here, we take the standpoint advo-
cated by Merigoux et al. (2021a), and start with
the premise that a structured form of the statutes
is available, while cases are stated in natural lan-
guage. In practice, many governments across the
world use expert systems to compute taxes owed
by taxpayers, maintained by a dedicated team of
experts (Oskamp and Lauritsen, 2002; Merigoux
et al., 2021b). In contrast, translating cases into a

§2. Definitions and special rules
  
(a) Definition of surviving spouse

(1) In general

For purposes of section 1, the term "surviving 
spouse" means a taxpayer-

(A) whose spouse died during either of the two 
years immediately preceding the taxable year, and

(B) who maintains as his home a household which…

Statutes
In 2017, Alice was paid 
$33200. Alice and Bob have 
been married since Feb 
3rd, 2017. Alice was born 
March 2nd, 1950 and Bob 
was born March 3rd, 1955.

S e c t i o n 6 3 ( f ) ( 1 ) ( A ) 
applies to Alice in 2017.

Cases

payment_(“paid”).
patient_(“paid”,”Alice”).
start_(“paid”,”2017-12-31").
amount_(“paid”,33200).
marriage_(“married”).
agent_(“maried”,”Alice”).
…

?- s63_f_1_A(alice,2017).

Prolog KBsProlog program
s2_a(Taxpayer, Spouse, Household, 
Dependent, Year) :-
  s2_a_1(Taxpayer, Spouse, 
Previous_marriage, Household, Dependent, 
Year),
  \+ s2_a_2(Taxpayer, Spouse, 
Previous_marriage, Year).

s2_a_1(Taxpayer, Spouse, Previous_marriage, 
Household, Dependent, Year) :-
  s2_a_1_A(Taxpayer, Spouse, 
Previous_marriage, Year), …

Prolog engine

Figure 1: Statutory reasoning connects statutes and
case descriptions. In previous work, both were manu-
ally translated into Prolog code to enable formal reason-
ing. Here, we illustrate the right portion of the figure:
automated translation of cases into Prolog.

Knowledge Base (KB) requires a large amount of
repetitive labor. Automating this translation task
would be more scalable, and could take advantage
of the high-quality expert system built on statutes.

In this work, we develop a form of Information
Extraction (IE) for legal cases (Filtz et al., 2020),
corresponding to the task highlighted on the right
of Figure 1. We release a new version of the SARA
dataset, with updated annotations for the Prolog
KBs, and establish baseline results in extracting
those KBs from case descriptions. This allows us
to answer the following:

• What representation of Knowledge Base Ele-
ments (KBEs) in Prolog is appropriate for IE?

• How well can IE models perform on SARA?

• How does performance in IE translate to perfor-
mance in statutory reasoning?
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We report improved scores on statutory reason-
ing, showing the benefit of a structured Prolog
representation for statutes. We further show an
intuitive correlation in IE performance with perfor-
mance in statutory reasoning. This represents an
exciting outcome for IE practitioners: the SARA
dataset can provide a clearly motivated downstream
task that is directly impacted by improved IE.

2 Related work

Statutory reasoning While the present work is
mainly concerned with IE, it is done for the pur-
pose of statutory reasoning (Holzenberger et al.,
2020). This legal NLP task (Chalkidis et al., 2022;
Zhong et al., 2020) is close to that of legal entail-
ment (Rabelo et al., 2022) and case outcome pre-
diction (Branting et al., 2021; Luo et al., 2017).
Large Language Models (LLMs) have recently
set state-of-the-art on statutory reasoning (Blair-
Stanek et al., 2023; Guha et al., 2023).

Legal-domain IE IE has been done extensively
on contracts, as a potentially high-impact applica-
tion (Chalkidis et al., 2018; Glaser et al., 2018;
Liepin, a et al., 2020). The goal is to automate
routine legal tasks, such as legal contract analy-
sis (Hendrycks et al., 2021) and contract manage-
ment (Schneider et al., 2022). IE has also been at-
tempted on regulatory texts: Chalkidis et al. (2019)
released a dataset of legal documents produced
by the EU annotated with a set of legal terms.
There are datasets for classifying paragraphs in
policies (Bartolini et al., 2004), extracting subject-
object relationships (Alohaly et al., 2018), and
identifying cross-references (Boella et al., 2019).
Closer to this paper, IE has been applied to case
law. Yao et al. (2022) introduce a dataset of Chi-
nese court cases annotated with a custom event
ontology. Navas-Loro and Santos (2018) offer a
review of event extraction in the legal domain, both
annotation schemas and computational models, as
well as annotations of European Court of Justice
cases. Filtz et al. (2020) provide a corpus of events
based on the decisions of the European Court of
Human Rights, and compare statistical and rule-
based models for event extraction.

Semantic representations This paper is con-
cerned with the extraction of events and their ar-
guments by mapping the semantic content of lan-
guage into a structured format (Sundheim, 1992).
There are numerous formalisms for that purpose,

and this section is limited to a few examples. Black-
burn and Bos (2005) describe the role of first-order
logic in representing the semantics of natural lan-
guage. The book reviews fundamental issues in
semantic representations, with the goal of mak-
ing inferences. Abstract Meaning Representation
(AMR) (Banarescu et al., 2013) represents the se-
mantic content of sentences, without alignment to
the syntax of the source text. Universal Conceptual
Cognitive Annotation (Hershcovich et al., 2017)
is aimed at more flexibility than AMR, especially
cross-linguisticality, and its graphs feature more
challenges for parsing than AMR graphs. Univer-
sal Decompositional Semantics (White et al., 2020)
provides multiple layers of annotations, separating
syntactic and semantic information, and decom-
positional semantics. There are semantic repre-
sentations that aim to reflect the full content of
language, such as Episodic Logic (Kim et al., 2021;
Schubert et al., 2010). Closer to this work, the
PropBank dataset (Palmer et al., 2005; O’Gorman
et al., 2018) adds predicate-argument relations on
top of the Penn Treebank parse trees (Marcus et al.,
1993). This effort has been extended to more lan-
guages (Moeller et al., 2020; Anwar et al., 2016;
Wu and Palmer, 2015). The structures considered
here are represented using Neo-Davidsonian se-
mantics (Castañeda, 1967; Davidson, 1967; Par-
sons, 1990). In particular, they only capture the
content relevant for interpreting the SARA statutes.
Previous work on semantic representations for the
legal domain, including the tax-law domain, have
made use of ad-hoc ontologies, depending on the
application domain (Bench-Capon et al., 1987;
Sherman, 1987; Merigoux et al., 2021a).

Task-oriented representations When perform-
ing semantic parsing for a specific task, it is possi-
ble to sacrifice expressivity for performance (Kollar
et al., 2018). Zelle and Mooney (1996) introduce
CHILL, a shift-reduce parser producing queries ex-
ecutable against the Geoquery database. With the
same benchmark dataset, Zettlemoyer and Collins
(2005) induce a grammar and a log-linear model to
map questions to queries. Similarly, Berant et al.
(2013) answer questions stated in natural language
to a KB. They translate the question into a query
that can be executed against the KB. Beltagy et al.
(2014) use semantic parsing for the tasks of Rec-
ognizing Textual Entailment and Semantic Tex-
tual Similarity. Zhang et al. (2019) and Weir et al.
(2020) generate SQL queries from natural language
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questions. Here too, compositionality can play a
role (Pasupat and Liang, 2015). Campagna et al.
(2019) focus on parsing language for virtual as-
sistant commands. Goldwasser et al. (2011) intro-
duce a method to train a semantic parser with self-
supervision, using a model’s own high-confidence
predictions on the Geoquery dataset as training
examples. Liang et al. (2011) offer an alternate
approach, treating the semantic parse as a latent
variable. We are not aware of any prior work on
legal-domain task-oriented semantic parsing.

3 Annotation of SARA

In Holzenberger et al. (2020) and again in Holzen-
berger and Van Durme (2021), the semantics of
each SARA case have been translated into a set
of KBEs. These annotations, based on a custom
ontology in Prolog, effectively make it possible to
solve SARA with a Prolog program that reflects
the semantics of the statutes. However, with IE in
mind, the ontology has several design flaws. We
will focus on two of them. First, the events are rep-
resented using strings and integers, without clear
reference to the text of the case description. Second,
the use of the ontology is somewhat inconsistent.
We improve over this annotation scheme to enable
the training of IE models.1

3.1 SARA semantics

The existing ontology relies on a set of pre-
defined predicates, denoted using strings end-
ing in “_”. Those roughly 60 predicates are
used to specify event and argument types. In-
stances of entities and events are referred to us-
ing strings and integers. For example, line 1 in
Figure 2 expresses that "gross income" is
an event of type income_.2 Line 2 expresses
that the event "gross income" occurred on
January 1st, 2017. Line 3 expresses that the
entity "Alice" is the agent_ of the event
"gross income". Predicates that specify event
types take a single argument, which is an instance
of an event. Predicates that specify arguments take
two arguments: the first one is the instance of an
event, and the second one is an entity or, occa-
sionally, an event. This follows Neo-Davidsonian
semantics (Davidson, 1967).

1The data can be found at https://nlp.jhu.edu/
law/sara_v3.

2We use Prolog syntax highlighting, and occasionally
omit final periods, which are normally part of Prolog syntax.

Some case descriptions state facts that are re-
peated across multiple instances — see Appendix A
for an example. Some cases explicitly state that
a given part of the SARA statutes applies: “Al-
ice’s taxable income for the year 2017 is $22895.”
(case s1_c_iii_neg). These are expressed
in terms of the corresponding Prolog predicates:
s63("Alice",2017,22895,_).

3.2 Design choices

Events and entities Our main improvement
over Holzenberger and Van Durme (2021) is
that we represent entities and events with a di-
rect reference to the text of the case descrip-
tion. This is common practice in IE annota-
tions (Walker et al., 2006). For that, entities and
events are represented as structured span objects:
span(Value, Start_index, End_index).
Start_index and End_index are inclusive

character indices into the case description, provid-
ing an anchor in the text for the entity or event.
Value is a string or integer meant to be used inter-
nally by the Prolog program. For events and people,
this is a string, which is often the same as the an-
chor, e.g. "Alice". As much as possible, we use
single words to represent events, as can be seen in
the bottom left of Figure 4. For dates, Value is
an integer representation of the date, as in lines 2
and 8 of Figure 2. Value can generally be parsed
out of the anchor using rule-based heuristics (see
Appendix B). For dollar amounts, Value is an
integer (inferable from the anchor), as on line 4.

Ontology We enforce constraints on the ontol-
ogy to make it more consistent, and thus improve
the training of the IE system. Events that are con-
sidered instantaneous for the purposes of statutory
reasoning are allowed to have a start_ argument,
but no end_ argument.3 See e.g. lines 17 and 21
in Figure 2, which are present in Holzenberger
and Van Durme (2021), but absent in our annota-
tion. Whenever the day of an event is not specified
but only the year, we enforce that the value for
start_ is the first day of the specified year, and
the last day for end_ — see e.g. line 2.

Prolog program We adjust the Prolog program
to the changes mentioned above. We implement
functions to extract year, month and day from the
integer representations of dates. When comparing

3Those are birth_, death_, deduction_,
income_, joint_return_ and payment_.
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In 2017, Alice’s gross income was $326332. Alice and Bob have been married since Feb 3rd, 2017, and have had the
same principal place of abode since 2015. Alice was born March 2nd, 1950 and Bob was born March 3rd, 1955. Alice
and Bob file separately in 2017. Bob has no gross income that year. Alice takes the standard deduction.

1 income_("gross income") income_(span("income", 23, 28))

2 start_("gross income", "2017-12-31") start_(span("income", 23, 28), span(20170101, 3, 6))

3 agent_("gross income", "Alice") agent_(span("income", 23, 28), span("Alice", 9, 13))

4 amount_("gross income", 326332) amount_(span("income", 23, 28), span(326332, 35, 40))

5 marriage_("married") marriage_(span("married", 67, 73))

6 agent_("married", "Alice") agent_(span("married", 67, 73), span("Alice", 43, 47))

7 agent_("married", "Bob") agent_(span("married", 67, 73), span("Bob", 53, 55))

8 start_("married", "2017-02-03") start_(span("married", 67, 73), span(20170203, 81, 93))

9 residence_("principal place of abode") residence_(span("abode", 137, 141))

10 agent_("principal place of abode", "Alice") agent_(span("abode", 137, 141), span("Alice", 43, 47))

11 agent_("principal place of abode", "Bob") agent_(span("abode", 137, 141), span("Bob", 53, 55))

12 patient_("principal place of abode",
"the same principal place of abode")

patient_(span("abode", 137, 141),
span("place", 128, 132))

13 start_("principal place of abode",
"2015-01-01")

start_(span("abode", 137, 141),
span(20150101, 149, 152))

14 birth_("Alice was born") birth_(span("born", 165, 168))

15 agent_("Alice was born", "Alice") agent_(span("born", 165, 168), span("Alice", 155, 159))

16 start_("Alice was born", "1950-03-02") start_(span("born", 165, 168), span(19500302, 170, 184))

17 end_("Alice was born", "1950-03-02") [REMOVED]
18 birth_("Bob was born") birth_(span("born", 198, 201))

19 agent_("Bob was born", "Bob") agent_(span("born", 198, 201), span("Bob", 190, 192))

20 start_("Bob was born", "1955-03-03") start_(span("born", 198, 201), span(19550303, 203, 217))

21 end_("Bob was born", "1955-03-03") [REMOVED]

Figure 2: Case description and semantic annotation of tax_case_5. Left column: annotations from Holzen-
berger and Van Durme (2021). Right column: updated annotations. KBEs are aligned. The term [REMOVED]
indicates content deprecated under the new standard introduced here.

events, we compare value, start and end indices.
This enables distinguishing the events on lines 14
and 18 of Figure 2, even though the textual form of
their anchor is identical. When comparing entities,
we only compare values, enabling basic corefer-
ence, as between the agent_ on lines 3 and 15.

Content of cases Further, we modified 4 cases.
The conclusion of s152_a_neg was ambiguous,
and possibly wrong, because Bob did indeed fulfill
the criteria to be a dependent of Alice, as a qual-
ifying child. We found that because of Prolog’s
closed-world assumption, Alice was triggering an
exception, causing the Prolog solver to produce
the expected (but incorrect) conclusion. We min-
imally edited the case to disambiguate it and pro-
duce the expected negative conclusion. We found
cases s152_b_1_pos and s152_b_1_neg to
be somewhat ambiguous, and added a single disam-
biguating sentence. Finally, throughout the world,
Sunday is alternatively considered to be either the
first or the last day of the week. This has an im-
pact on cases involving section 3306. To avoid any
ambiguities, in 3306_a_1_B_neg, we changed
March 19, 2017 to March 18; April 2, 2017 to
April 1; and December 3, 2017 to December 2.

4 Model

Overview We frame the problem of IE as map-
ping the case description (a string) to a tree of
depth 2 or less, like the one on Figure 3. Each
node of the tree is a span in the case description,
and each edge is labeled with an element from
the ontology. The tree is built incrementally from
the root: for each node, we predict its child nodes
and the corresponding labelled edges. The exam-
ple in Figure 3 is predicted in 3 steps, predicting
(1) the nodes with full lines, (2) the top 3 nodes
with dashed lines, and (3) the bottom 3 nodes with
dashed lines. This section details the steps in this
procedure, and line numbers refer to Algorithm 1,
which describes how individual nodes and edges
are predicted. Algorithm 2 describes how trees are
predicted. To put this approach into context: we
use a span-based parser, which incrementally seg-
ments the input text and types each segment (Das
et al., 2014). We use the model described in Sec-
tion 4.5 of Yarmohammadi et al. (2021), which
has state-of-the-art performance for FrameNet pars-
ing (Xia et al., 2021). We make one major change:
we use a multi-layer perceptron instead of a BiL-
STM. Appendix C describes how predicted KBEs
are associated with probabilities.
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Alice and Bob got married on April 5th, 2012. Alice and Bob were legally 
separated under a decree of divorce on September 16th, 2017.

span("married", 18, 24)

ROOT

span("separated", 73, 81)

span("Alice", 0, 4)

span(20120405, 29, 43)

agent_

agent_

start_marriage_

legal_separation_ span("married", 18, 24)

span("decree of divorce", 91, 107)

patient_

agent_

start_

span("Bob", 10, 12)

span(20170916, 112, 131)

marriage_(span("married", 18, 24)).
agent_(span("married", 18, 24), span("Alice", 0, 4)).
agent_(span("married", 18, 24), span("Bob", 10, 12)).
start_(span("married", 18, 24), span(20120405, 29, 43)).
legal_separation_(span("separated", 73, 81)).
patient_(span("separated", 73, 81), span("married", 18, 24)).
agent_(span("separated", 73, 81), span("decree of divorce", 91, 107)).
start_(span("separated", 73, 81), span(20170916, 112, 131)).

Figure 3: Inputs and outputs of the IE task for case
s7703_a_2. Top frame: input case description. Bot-
tom frame: output KB. Bottom: tree representation of
the KB. Events are in orange with full line, and their
arguments in purple with dashed line.

Features We use LLMs as pre-trained encoders
(see Section 5.2). The case description is tokenized
into X = x1, x2, ..., xn using the LLM’s tokenizer.
X is mapped to features H = h1, h2, ..., hn using
the pre-trained encoder (line 2). Given the span
of the parent node, we augment hi with the dis-
tance between the span of the parent node and i.
This distance is expressed in number of tokens,
and represented using learned embeddings. If the
parent node is the root of the tree, then we set
the distance feature to the zero vector. We con-
catenate hi and the distance feature pi to obtain
fi = [hi, pi] (1 ≤ i ≤ n) where [., .] denotes con-
catenation (line 3). Further, we compute x, the
representation of the parent node, as the average
of the tokens that represent the span of the parent
node (line 4). If the parent node is the root, we set
x = v where v is a learnable vector embedding.

Finding nodes Given the parent node, we find its
children as spans in the case description. We map
each gi = [fi, x] (1 ≤ i ≤ n) to BIO logits with
a multi-layer perceptron. We use a Conditional
Random Field (Lafferty et al., 2001) with BIO tags
to predict a set of spans S = {s1, s2, ..., sm}. We
denote this BIO tagger as T (line 5).

Predicting labels We now label the edges con-
necting each child node to the parent. Each span
sj ∈ S has a start index sstartj and an end in-

Algorithm 1: Find the children of a given
node and labels of edges. FINDCHIL-
DREN(X, r)

Require: text X , root span r
Ensure: knowledge base elements K
1: K ← ∅
2: H ← EMBED(X) # embed text with pre-trained

encoder E
3: F ← AUGMENT(H, r) # add distance features
4: x← COMPUTESPANREPRESENTATION(H, r) #

compute contextualized representation of root span r
5: S ← BIOTAGGER(F, x) # extract spans with BIO

tagger T
6: for s in S do
7: z ← COMPUTESPANREPRESENTATION(F, s) #

compute contextualized representation of span s
8: l← PREDICTLABEL(z, x) # predict label with

classifier L
9: K ← K ∪ {(l, r, s)} # add new KBE

10: end for
11: return K

Algorithm 2: Predict the IE tree for a given
case. PREDICTTREE(X)

Require: case description X
Ensure: tree T
1: T ← ∅
2: Q← [ROOT] # queue of nodes to be processed
3: while Q is not empty do
4: q ← POP(Q) # take first node
5: K ← FINDCHILDREN(X, q) # find its children
6: T ← T ∪K # add predicted relations to tree
7: if q is ROOT then
8: for l, r, s ∈ K do
9: Q← Q ∪ {s} # add children of the root

to the queue, to predict one more level of
children

10: end for
11: end if
12: end while
13: return T

dex sendj .4 On line 7, we map each span sj to

its representation qj =
1

sendj −sstartj +1

∑sendj

k=sstartj
fk

i.e. the average of the features in sj .5 We
use a multi-layer perceptron L to map each
uj = [qj , x] (1 ≤ j ≤ m) to label logits lj (line 8).

Training Our model consists of encoder E , BIO
tagger T , label classifier L, distance embeddings
D, and root representation v. We have gold spans
for all nodes in the tree, that we use to generate
gold sequences of BIO tags and to train T . We

4At training time, S is the set of gold spans. At eval time,
S is the set of spans predicted by the BIO tagger.

5For roughly 80% of gold spans, the span is a single token,
so that sstartj = sendj , and this amounts to selecting a single
vector in the sequence f1, f2, ..., fn.
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use the loss

LT = − 1

|G| log p(G)

where G is the gold sequence of BIO tags, and |G|
its length in tokens. The labels of the edges are
used to train L, with the loss

LL = − 1

|U |
∑

(l,r,c)∈U
log p(l|r, c)

where (l, r, c) is a triplet of (label, parent node,
child node) from the training set U . Finally, E ,
D and v are used to compute features input to
T and L. Information is passed from one mod-
ule to the next in a differentiable way, making
the entire model trainable end-to-end with the
single loss function

L = λLT + (1− λ)LL

where λ ∈ [0, 1] is a tradeoff hyperparameter.

5 Experiments

5.1 Data pre-processing
First, we run Prolog queries against each case
to produce an exhaustive inventory of events
and arguments. For example, the query
?- income_(X). returns all events of type
income_, and the query ?- agent_(X, Y).
returns all X, Y pairs such that entity Y is the
agent of event X. We thus produce a set of cases
containing only KBEs, to avoid the need to extract
the rules shown in Appendix A. This dataset we
refer to as the full dataset.

Some spans cannot be extracted using the IE
framework described in Section 4. First, it cannot
deal with overlapping spans. Out of 2 overlapping
spans we keep the one that appears earliest in the
case description. Second, some values cannot be
inferred from their anchor. For example, some sen-
tences describe repeating events, without explicitly
mentioning all the dates of occurrence. This makes
it impossible to extract those unmentioned dates.
Appendix A describes one such event.

We produce the partial dataset by removing all
unextractable spans and corresponding KBEs. Ta-
ble 1 shows statistics on how many KBEs were
removed in the process. The number of KBEs re-
jected can seem large in comparison to those kept.
However, a fraction of the cases contains most re-
jected KBEs. Ranking the cases by number of

KBEs rejected, the top 10% represent 96%, 98%
and 71% of the rejected KBEs in train, dev and
test, respectively. Figure 4 in Appendix G shows
statistics on the partial dataset.

At training time, we use the partial dataset. At
test time, we report IE scores against both the par-
tial (Table 2) and full datasets (Table 4). To clarify
the difference: the partial dataset contains only
those KBEs from the full dataset that our frame-
work is designed to handle. Both contain the same
SARA cases. Note that this filtering only mildly
affects the overall task of statutory reasoning, as
can be seen in Table 3, TOPLINE: more than 90%
of the cases in the partial dataset can still be solved
by the Prolog program, despite missing KBEs.

Train Dev Test
Kept 2830 664 1305
Rejected 3099 411 1719

Table 1: Number of KBEs kept and rejected, as de-
scribed in Section 5.1.

The SARA dataset only provides a train/test split.
For the purposes of early stopping and hyperparam-
eter search, we split up the train set into a train
and dev set, the same way that the train/test split
was created in Holzenberger et al. (2020). We pair
binary cases by the part of the statutes that they
test: e.g. s2_b_1_pos and s2_b_1_neg are
grouped together. We randomly select 20% of these
groups for the dev set. We also randomly pick 20%
of numerical cases to be used in the dev set. The
result is a train set with 206 cases and a dev set
with 50 cases.

5.2 Results
Information Extraction We use the AllenNLP
codebase (Gardner et al., 2018) version 2.7.0 to
code and train models.6 We use stochastic gradient
descent with early stopping on the dev set.

Performance of a given model is measured as
its F1 score, averaged across cases. We count a
KBE predicted by the model as correct if it appears
exactly in the gold KB. The model receives no
credit for a slightly inaccurate span or label.

We use Optuna (Akiba et al., 2019) to search
for the best set of hyperparameters. Appendix F
reports the range of hyperparameters explored and
best hyperparameters found. We measure perfor-
mance for a given set of hyperparameters as the

6Code for experiments can be found at https://
github.com/SgfdDttt/sara-ie.
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mean F1 score across 3 different runs, with 3 dif-
ferent random seeds. This is to mitigate variability
from random initializations.

In Table 2, we report precision, recall and F1
scores, for dev and test sets, on the partial dataset.
We report results on the full dataset in Table 4 in
Appendix D. We compare 5 different pre-trained
encoders (used to map X to H in Section 4):

• LEGALBERT: the legal-domain encoder of
Holzenberger et al. (2020), trained on a subset of
the case.law corpus (caselaw), starting from
bert-base-cased,

• LEGALBERT’: an alternative trained by Zheng
et al. (2021) on more data,

• BERT: BERT-base-cased (Devlin et al., 2019),
which has the same architecture and training ob-
jective as both LEGALBERTs, but was trained
on general-domain English,

• ROBERTA: RoBERTa-base (Liu et al., 2019)
which was shown to achieve higher performance
than BERT on downstream tasks, and

• T5: T5-base (Raffel et al., 2020), which was
shown to achieve higher performance than
RoBERTa on downstream tasks. We only use
the encoder of T5-base in our experiments, dis-
carding the decoder.

Error analysis We compare model outputs on
3 binary cases and 3 numerical cases picked at
random from the test set.7 We report the detail
of the error analysis in Appendix E. From this
sample, it seems that models are generally able
to correctly detect all event anchors, and to fur-
ther type them correctly in at least 90% of cases.
Predicting arguments correctly is still a challenge,
and an important one: a single missing argument
can throw off the Prolog program, especially in
computing tax amounts. For example, missing the
amount_ argument to an income_ event is prac-
tically as bad as not detecting the income_ event
in the first place. When arguments are predicted,
their value tends to be correct, and in any case
of the right type (strings versus integers). For ex-
ample, models rarely mistake the agent_ of an
event: they either predict it correctly, or miss it
entirely. In addition, the more events there are, the

7In binary cases, the outcome to be predicted is either
“Yes” or “No”. In numerical cases, the outcome is an integer,
representing a dollar amount of taxes owed.

harder it is to get all arguments right. To summa-
rize, models mainly struggle with arguments. They
both (1) miss arguments entirely, having generally
higher precision than recall, and (2) occasionally
predict additional arguments, such as predicting
two amount_ arguments by tagging all integers
preceded by a “$” sign.

Statutory reasoning We further measure how
useful model outputs are for statutory reasoning,
and report results in Table 3. We feed the KB
produced with IE to the Prolog program. We
add any statements about statutes of the form
s63("Alice",2017,22895,_) to the KB,
as described in Section 3.1. In addition to the five
models above, we report results on (1) TOPLINE,
which is the partial KB used to train models, and
(2) EMPTY, which corresponds to a model that pre-
dicts no KBEs. Since we evaluated each model by
running training and test with 5 different random
seeds, we pick the model with the highest dev F1
score to produce the KB used for this evaluation on
statutory reasoning.

5.3 Discussion

Focusing on the IE scores, LEGALBERT performs
best out of all encoders, and T5 performs worst,
with large performance gaps between encoders. For
T5, only the encoder was used, and presumably,
more training data is needed to retrain it as a stand-
alone encoder. Legal-domain pre-training clearly
yields performance improvements. As can be seen
by comparing LEGALBERT and LEGALBERT’,
for the SARA dataset, more data does not automat-
ically translate to better performance.

As noted in the caption of Table 3, results from
Holzenberger et al. (2020), Holzenberger and Van
Durme (2021) and Blair-Stanek et al. (2023) are
not directly comparable to ours. Holzenberger
et al. (2020) and Blair-Stanek et al. (2023) apply
NLP models directly to the text of the cases and
statutes, without using any Prolog code. Holzen-
berger and Van Durme (2021) rely on a set of
lightweight semantic annotations of the statutes
and cases to develop a neuro-symbolic model for
statutory reasoning; they also exclude Prolog code.
Contrary to prior work mentioned in this para-
graph, we use a human-curated Prolog representa-
tion of the statutes.

Holzenberger et al. (2020) report that majority
baselines achieve 50% entailment, and 20% nu-
merical accuracies on the test set. Performance of
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Dev Test
Model Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1

LEGALBERT 88.7± 0.6 88.6± 0.6 88.1± 0.3 88.1± 0.2 91.0± 0.5 87.0± 0.3
LEGALBERT’ 87.4± 1.0 83.2± 1.4 84.4± 0.8 85.4± 0.9 84.6± 1.4 82.7± 0.9
BERT 85.9± 2.1 75.1± 2.5 78.7± 1.6 85.2± 2.3 77.0± 2.3 77.4± 1.8
ROBERTA 84.5± 0.6 80.8± 1.5 81.9± 0.9 86.4± 0.7 83.9± 1.6 82.0± 1.0
T5 73.2± 0.6 56.2± 2.4 62.1± 1.5 71.6± 1.1 59.0± 1.3 61.4± 1.0

Table 2: Performance metrics on the IE task measured on the partial dataset. Scores are computed across 5 runs
with different random seeds. We format statistics as average ± standard error. Best scores are bolded.

Entailment Numerical
Model Train Dev Test Train Dev Test

Holzenberger et al. (2020) - - 55± 8.3 - - 25± 17.1
Holzenberger and Van Durme (2021) - - 59± 8.2 - - 45± 19.7
Blair-Stanek et al. (2023) - - 71± 7.6 - - -

TOPLINE 93.7± 3.4 97.1± 5.0 97± 2.8 98.4± 2.6 93.8± 11.0 90± 11.9
EMPTY 69.7± 6.4 67.6± 13.8 71± 7.6 26.6± 9.3 18.8± 17.7 25± 17.2

LEGALBERT 88.7± 4.4 88.2± 9.5 89± 5.2 73.4± 9.3 56.2± 22.5 60± 19.4
LEGALBERT’ 86.6± 4.7 91.2± 8.4 86± 5.8 68.8± 9.7 50.0± 22.6 60± 19.4
BERT 79.6± 5.6 73.5± 13.0 81± 6.5 46.9± 10.5 37.5± 21.9 45± 19.7
ROBERTA 79.6± 5.6 79.4± 11.9 79± 6.8 50.0± 10.5 43.8± 22.5 40± 19.4
T5 78.2± 5.8 73.5± 13.0 76± 7.1 31.2± 9.7 25.0± 19.6 25± 17.2

Table 3: Statutory reasoning accuracies (in %) with 90% confidence interval, obtained by applying the Prolog
solver to the predicted KBs. Accuracies are measured using the metrics described in Holzenberger et al. (2020);
numerical predictions need not match the ground truth exactly to be correct. Best scores within the IE-based
approaches are bolded. The top three lines are not directly comparable, and are provided for reference.

EMPTY on statutory reasoning is higher than that.
First, with the EMPTY KBs containing no facts, it
is generally hard to prove anything at all, so that
negative cases tend to succeed thanks to Prolog’s
negation as failure. Second, since statements about
statutes are added automatically to the KB, cases
that rely on them have a chance to succeed.

There is overall strong Pearson correlation be-
tween F1 and statutory reasoning scores: on the
test set, 80% for entailment accuracy, and 88%
for numerical accuracy. This shows that, for the
SARA dataset, improvements in IE translate to im-
provements in statutory reasoning. This suggests
that IE is important for statutory reasoning, and
encourages progress on this task. IE models tend
to perform better than EMPTY on statutory reason-
ing, so that even imperfect IE is useful for statutory
reasoning. Still, there is room for improvement,
both for IE and for statutory reasoning.

Here, the choice of ontology limits the informa-
tion that the IE model can effectively extract from
the SARA cases. In particular, the current ontology
expresses time with two relations, start_ and
end_. In contrast, natural language can express
time in many different ways, which can occasion-
ally be hard to parse into a structured form (Filtz

et al., 2020). SARA cases may contain the infor-
mation that an event is ongoing, or happening at a
certain point in time, without explicitly referring to
a start or end time. Event calculus (Kowalski and
Sergot, 1986; Miller and Shanahan, 2002) could
be used to represent a wider spectrum of time ex-
pressions, reducing the amount of rejected KBEs.
It would also make it possible for the logical rep-
resentation to align more closely to the language
of the case description. This would yield a better
inductive bias for the IE models while not sacrific-
ing expressivity. More generally, progress on IE
could be made by picking a more expressive, more
general ontology, such that the translation between
language and logical form would be more straight-
forward. But this would require re-writing the Pro-
log solver, to accommodate the new ontology, and
to encode relevant commonsense knowledge.

Finally, the use of explicit KBEs introduces in-
terpretability and auditability in the model’s output,
since it becomes clear what facts are used to per-
form statutory reasoning. This is generally absent
from the direct application of LLMs to statutory
reasoning, even if this can be mitigated with prompt
engineering (Blair-Stanek et al., 2023).
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6 Conclusion

We improve the SARA ontology and re-annotate
cases for their semantics. Compared to the previ-
ous iteration of the SARA dataset, the KBEs and
overall structure are now richer and more complete.
We also take a step towards more consistent an-
notations, and more extractable KBEs. We adapt
state-of-the-art IE models to extract KBEs from
case descriptions. With empirical results on the
SARA dataset, we find that good performance with
a strict metric can be reached on this small dataset,
and that performance in IE translates directly into
performance in statutory reasoning.

We see three main directions for future work.
First, as stated in Section 5.1, the current ontology
is not flexible enough to both (1) allow for KBEs
closely aligned to the case description, and (2) ex-
press complex relationships, in particular time rela-
tionships. This is one major limitation that could be
addressed, and would likely require overhauling the
expert system representing the statutes. Second, we
have so far assumed that the statutes were parsed
into a logical form ahead of time. A meaningful
step would be to augment the approach presented
here with the automated extraction of the logical
form of statutes, effectively performing semantic
parsing. Finally, cases in SARA are not represen-
tative of the full scope and diversity of legal cases.
Real-world legal cases are generally much longer,
the language is denser, and the phrasing is more
diverse. We see the choice of an ontology and the
annotation of data as two crucial challenges.

7 Limitations

In this paper, we performed experiments on the
SARA dataset, a semi-synthetic dataset for US fed-
eral tax law. The conclusions drawn about legal-
domain IE and about statutory reasoning should
take care to understand that this dataset is not rep-
resentative of the full scope of legal data.
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A Repeated events

The sentence “Bob earned $300000 every year
from 2015 to 2019.” (case s2_b_3_B_pos) is
represented in Prolog as:

bob_income(Year, Event, Start_day,
End_day) :-

between(2015, 2019, Year),
atom_concat("earned ", Year, Event),
first_day_year(Year, Start_day),
last_day_year(Year, End_day).

income_(span(Event, 286, 291)) :-
bob_income(_, Event, _, _).

agent_(span(Event, 286, 291),
span("Bob", 282, 284)) :-

bob_income(_, Event, _, _).

amount_(span(Event, 286, 291),
span(300000, 294, 299)) :-

bob_income(_, Event, _, _).

start_(span(Event, 286, 291),
span(Start_day, 317, 320)) :-

bob_income(_, Event, Start_day, _).

This makes it possible to generate 4 different
payment_ events and their arguments:

income_(span("earned 2015", 286, 291)).
agent_(span("earned 2015", 286, 291),

span("Bob", 282, 284)).
amount_(span("earned 2015", 286, 291),

span(300000, 294, 299)).
start_(span("earned 2015", 286, 291),

span(20150101, 317, 320)).

income_(span("earned 2016", 286, 291)).
agent_(span("earned 2016", 286, 291),

span("Bob", 282, 284)).
amount_(span("earned 2016", 286, 291),

span(300000, 294, 299)).
start_(span("earned 2016", 286, 291),

span(20160101, 317, 320)).

income_(span("earned 2017", 286, 291)).
agent_(span("earned 2017", 286, 291),
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span("Bob", 282, 284)).
amount_(span("earned 2017", 286, 291),

span(300000, 294, 299)).
start_(span("earned 2017", 286, 291),

span(20170101, 317, 320)).

income_(span("earned 2018", 286, 291)).
agent_(span("earned 2018", 286, 291),

span("Bob", 282, 284)).
amount_(span("earned 2018", 286, 291),

span(300000, 294, 299)).
start_(span("earned 2018", 286, 291),

span(20180101, 317, 320)).

income_(span("earned 2019", 286, 291)).
agent_(span("earned 2019", 286, 291),

span("Bob", 282, 284)).
amount_(span("earned 2019", 286, 291),

span(300000, 294, 299)).
start_(span("earned 2019", 286, 291),

span(20190101, 317, 320)).

With the model of Section 4, it is not possible to
generate a date in 2016, so that it cannot generate
the fact:

start_(span("earned 2016", 286, 291),
span(20160101, 317, 320))

B Dates in IE

B.1 Encoding

In order to facilitate handling time in Prolog, we
represent a date as a base-10 integer of the form
YYYYMMDD. For example, August 23rd, 2017 is
represented as 20170823. In that, we follow Sher-
man (1987). This makes it straightforward to order
two dates, to extract the day from date d as d%100,
the month as (d/100)%100, and so on. It is also
possible to compute the day of the week, or the
index of the week in the current year. In practice,
whenever the full date is stated in the case text, that
is the anchor for the date. For instance, “Alice and
Bob got married on August 24th, 1970” contains
a clear anchor for the date 19700824. Sometimes,
days are not mentioned explicitly: “In 2020, Alice
earned $33200.” Decomposing this sentence into
events, we get

income_(span("earned", 15, 20)).
agent_(span("earned", 15, 20),

span("Alice", 9, 13)).
amount_(span("earned", 15, 20),

span(33200, 23, 27)).
start_(span("earned", 15, 20),

span(D, S, E)).

By default, here, we set D=20200101. Any date
that is the argument of a start_ relation, and
where only the year is specified, defaults to the
first day of that year. Similarly, any date that is

the argument of an end_ relation and where only
the year is specified, defaults to the last day of that
year. This is enforced at annotation time. It is thus
sufficient to find the string “2020” as the argument
to the start_ relation to get it right. S and E are
set to the start and end of “2020”: S=3 and E=6.

B.2 Decoding

At decoding time, we look for arguments to
start_ and end_ relations, and do our best to
convert them to dates. The model of Section 4
returns spans. First, we get the surface form of
that span, i.e. the string that was selected by the
IE model. Next, we use the datetime package
from Python and its strptime function to parse
the string. We try an ordered list of possible regu-
lar expressions for dates, going from most specific
(“August 24th, 1970”) to least specific (“2020”). If
one of them works, we will have a value at least for
the year, and in the best case, values for year, month
and day. From there, we can deduce missing values
for month and day, following the convention with
start_ and end_ mentioned above. If none of
the regular expressions work, we look for a 4-digit
integer as close as possible to the span, and use that
as the year. Failing that, we set the year to 0. In our
error analysis in Appendix E, we have found that
dates were generally either extracted correctly, or
not extracted at all, which suggests that the above
heuristic is not a limiting factor in the performance.

C Probabilities of Knowledge Base
Elements

As depicted in Figure 3, the tree can be represented
as a set of pairs and triplets. Here, we will use
the language of KBEs, which are either pairs (l, r)
or triplets (l, r, c). Pairs (l, r) contain an event
predicate l and a span r. Triplets (l, r, c) contain an
argument predicate l, a span r, and a span c. Our
model parameterizes their probability as follows.

For a pair, p(l, r) = p(l|r)p(r). The probabil-
ity of the span p(r) is computed as the probability
assigned to r by the BIO tagger T (line 6 of Al-
gorithm 1). This is computed by summing the
probabilities of all BIO sequences that allow r as
a span. The probability p(l|r) is assigned to event
predicate l by the label classifier L (line 8). It is
the probability that r is labeled with l.

For a triplet, p(l, r, c) = p(l|r, c)p(c|r)p(r).
The probability of the span p(r) is given by the
BIO tagger, as above. The probability of the sec-
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ond span p(c|r) is given by the BIO tagger when
conditioned on r. Here too, p(c|r) is computed
by summing the probabilities of all BIO sequences
that allow c as a span. Finally, the probability of
the argument predicate p(l|r, c) is given by the clas-
sifier.

D Additional results

In Table 4, the target KB is the set of KBEs con-
tained in the original SARA cases. We report pre-
cision, recall and F1 scores, for dev and test sets.
Consequently,

• recall scores are systematically lower in Table 4
as compared to Table 2, and

• precision scores are identical.8

E Error analysis

We compare model outputs on 3 binary cases and 3
numerical cases picked at random from the test set.
We only mention the errors made by the models.
Table 5 shows the answers produced by the Prolog
program and the KB on those 6 cases.

TAX_CASE_78. This case has 6 events.
LEGALBERT misses one argument of the first
out of two residence_ events, and overpredicts
a second start_ date. LEGALBERT mispre-
dicts the patient_ of the second residence_
event, but nonetheless makes a sensible predic-
tion. Together with LEGALBERT’, BERT and
T5, LEGALBERT correctly detects a payment_
event, even though that event had been dis-
carded as part of pre-processing, as described
in Section 5.1. For the first residence_
event, LEGALBERT’ mispredicts Bob as the
agent_ instead of Charlie, predicts 2 start_
dates, and 2 patient_ arguments. For the
second residence_ event, LEGALBERT’ pre-
dicts 2 agent_ and 2 patient_ arguments,
one too many in each case. BERT, ROBERTA

and T5 make similar predictions, getting all the
event anchors right, but missing about half the
arguments per event.

TAX_CASE_34. This case contains a single
income_ event. All 5 models perfectly predict
the gold KB.

8Precision is higher in Table 4 for dev precision for LEGAL-
BERT. This difference comes from one out of the five runs,
where AllenNLP returned precisions of 88.6 and 88.7. This
is unexpected, and can presumably be ascribed to an artefact
in rounding in Python. The remaining four runs have identical
precision, and this single discrepancy led to different means,
88.74 and 88.76.

TAX_CASE_28. This case contains 3 events.
LEGALBERT misses a token when predicting the
amount_ argument of the payment_ event: it
predicts “53” instead of “53200”. LEGALBERT’
perfectly predicts all 3 events and their arguments.
BERT misses the purpose_ of service_,
and predicts 2 amount_ arguments for the
same income_ event, confusing amount_ of
payment_ event and that of income_ event.
ROBERTA predicts the income_ event and its
arguments, but then additionally predicts 3 argu-
ments: an extra agent_ (also Alice, but a different
mention), start_ (some other date in the case),
and amount_ (the amount_ of the income_
event). ROBERTA misses the purpose_ of the
service_ event. Like BERT , ROBERTA pre-
dicts two amount_ arguments for the income_
event. T5 correctly predicts all 3 events, but misses
half the arguments of the payment_ event, and
misses the agent_ of the income_ event.

S68_A_2_POS . This case contains a single
income_ event. All models perfectly predict
the gold KB, except for T5 missing the agent_
argument, and BERT predicting that 2 different
“Alice” spans are both agent_ arguments of the
income_ event.

S3306_C_10_B_NEG . This case contains 4
events. LEGALBERT predicts 2 start_ dates to
the medical_patient_ event. LEGALBERT’
fails to classify a hospital as a hospital, instead clas-
sifying it as an educational institution. It incorrectly
infers start_ and end_ dates to the service_
event. BERT correctly classifies a hospital as a
hospital, but misses an argument of that event. It
fails to predict that Alice is a patient at this hos-
pital, as well as what hospital someone is a pa-
tient at, and incorrectly infers start_ and end_
arguments to the payment_ event, like LEGAL-
BERT’. ROBERTA misses the agent_ of the
hospital_ event, and predicts 2 start_ dates
to medical_patient_. T5 correctly classifies
the hospital, and otherwise misses or hallucinates
one or two arguments per event. For example, it
detects the fact that someone is a patient at a hospi-
tal, but fails to predict the agent_ of that relation,
and predicts two start_ dates.

S152_A_NEG . This case contains a single
event: a brother_ relationship between Al-
ice and Bob. LEGALBERT, LEGALBERT’ and
ROBERTA correctly predict the KB. BERT and
T5 miss the patient_ of the relationship.
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Dev Test
Model Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1

LEGALBERT 88.8± 0.6 83.1± 0.6 83.6± 0.3 88.1± 0.2 79.0± 0.3 77.5± 0.3
LEGALBERT’ 87.4± 1.0 78.3± 1.3 80.2± 0.8 85.4± 0.9 75.4± 0.8 74.4± 0.6
BERT 85.9± 2.1 71.2± 2.4 75.0± 1.5 85.2± 2.3 69.4± 1.7 70.0± 1.4
ROBERTA 84.5± 0.6 76.2± 1.4 77.6± 0.8 86.4± 0.7 74.2± 1.1 73.4± 0.8
T5 73.2± 0.6 52.8± 2.1 58.8± 1.4 71.6± 1.1 52.8± 0.8 55.1± 0.8

Table 4: Performance metrics on the IE task measured on the full dataset. Scores are computed across 5 runs with
different random seeds. We format statistics as average ± standard error. Best scores are bolded.

tax_case_78 tax_case_34 tax_case_28 s68_a_2_pos s3306_c_10_B_neg s152_a_neg

LEGALBERT $15213 $2684 $344428 Yes No No
LEGALBERT’ $15213 $2684 $344848 Yes No No
BERT $0 $2684 $365916 Yes No No
ROBERTA $0 $2684 $365916 Yes No No
T5 $0 $2684 $0 Yes No No

EMPTY $0 $0 $0 Yes No No
TOPLINE $15213 $2684 $344848 Yes No No

Correct answer $14470 $2684 $344848 Yes No No

Table 5: Answers obtained with the Prolog program and the KBs extracted with different encoders. The cases are
those analyzed in Appendix E. Incorrect answers are in red italics.

F Hyperparameters

In Section 5.2, we use Optuna (Akiba et al., 2019)
to find good hyperparameters for each pre-trained
encoder, running 100 experiments per encoder. In
Table 6, we report the range searched over for each
hyperparameter. If there is a single value under
“value range”, it means this hyperparameter was set
and not searched over with Optuna. Each exper-
iment consists of 3 training runs with 3 different
random seeds, using the average micro F1 score on
the validation set.

We also report the hyperparameters of the
best performing models, in Tables 7, 8, 9, 10,
and 11. For each number, we report up to
5 significant digits.

G Data statistics

Figure 4 reports statistics on the dataset used for
IE, as well as some examples.
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Part of model Hyperparameter Value range

Encoder E Transformer model encoding the case de-
scription X

{bert-base-cased, roberta-base,
t5-base, zlucia/custom-legalbert,
jhu-clsp/LegalBert}

Distance embeddings D Size of the embeddings encoding the dis-
tance of each token to the event anchor

{8, 16, 32, 64,128, 256, 512}

Label classifier L Feature dropout in between the layers of
the MLP

[0, 0.8]

Number of units per layer {32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024, 2048}
Number of layers {1, 2, 3, 4}

BIO tagger T Feature dropout in between the layers of
the MLP

Always equal to the dropout of L

Number of units {32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024, 2048}
Number of layers {1, 2, 3, 4}

Trainer Batch size {8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256}
Learning rate [1e-6, 1e-3]
Learning rate scheduler reduce_on_plateau — this scheduler halves

the learning rate when the validation score stops
improving

Optimizer huggingface_adamw
Maximum number of epochs to train for 200
Patience 20
Gradient clipping 1.0

Loss function Loss trade-off — see λ in Section 4 [0, 1]

Table 6: Hyperparameter ranges in the hyperparameter search.

Part of model Hyperparameter Value

Encoder E Transformer model jhu-clsp/LegalBert

Distance embeddings D Size 8

Label classifier L Feature dropout 7.6067 · 10−2

Number of units 2048
Number of layers 3

BIO tagger T Feature dropout -
Number of units 1024
Number of layers 3

Trainer Batch size 8
Learning rate 6.1891 · 10−5

Loss function Loss trade-off 7.5288 · 10−1

Table 7: Hyperparameters of best LEGALBERT model.

Part of model Hyperparameter Value

Encoder E Transformer model zlucia/custom-legalbert

Distance embeddings D Size 8

Label classifier L Feature dropout 4.7806 · 10−1

Number of units 2048
Number of layers 1

BIO tagger T Feature dropout -
Number of units 2048
Number of layers 3

Trainer Batch size 8
Learning rate 3.8743 · 10−5

Loss function Loss trade-off 9.3341 · 10−1

Table 8: Hyperparameters of best LEGALBERT’ model.
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Part of model Hyperparameter Value

Encoder E Transformer model bert-base-cased

Distance embeddings D Size 8

Label classifier L Feature dropout 1.5865 · 10−1

Number of units 64
Number of layers 1

BIO tagger T Feature dropout -
Number of units 256
Number of layers 4

Trainer Batch size 16
Learning rate 7.7282 · 10−5

Loss function Loss trade-off 4.4946 · 10−1

Table 9: Hyperparameters of best BERT model.

Part of model Hyperparameter Value

Encoder E Transformer model roberta-base

Distance embeddings D Size 8

Label classifier L Feature dropout 3.8621 · 10−1

Number of units 2048
Number of layers 2

BIO tagger T Feature dropout -
Number of units 2048
Number of layers 2

Trainer Batch size 32
Learning rate 1.1132 · 10−4

Loss function Loss trade-off 6.6690 · 10−1

Table 10: Hyperparameters of best ROBERTA model.

Part of model Hyperparameter Value

Encoder E Transformer model t5-base

Distance embeddings D Size 8

Label classifier L Feature dropout 3.7523 · 10−1

Number of units 64
Number of layers 1

BIO tagger T Feature dropout -
Number of units 1024
Number of layers 1

Trainer Batch size 32
Learning rate 5.6507 · 10−4

Loss function Loss trade-off 5.0650 · 10−1

Table 11: Hyperparameters of best T5 model.
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Examples of spans of length 1, 2 and 3: “Alice”, “Bob”, “marriage”, “joint return”, “Feb 3rd, 1992” and
“decree of divorce”.

Figure 4: Statistics of the data used for IE (partial dataset). Number of KBEs and spans are per case. The large
number of 3-word spans is due to many date expressions being 3-word phrases.
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